
Vision for Soho
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

BOARD 01

CONCEPTS FOR THE FUTURE

Concepts that have been developed work 
holistically within Soho, and would be 
introduced in stages. If supported, they will 
be implemented with monitoring occurring to 
ensure each concept achieves its purpose. 
While hospitality, including outdoor dining, 

The Vision for Soho is your opportunity to have a say in the 
future of Soho, helping to shape how the neighbourhood will 
function, and ensuring Soho’s future is as remarkable as its past.

The Vision for Soho will comprise:
 A VISION STATEMENT

 A CLEAR SET OF OBJECTIVES
 A HOLISTIC MASTERPLAN OF FUTURE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS

Everything displayed on the following boards has been developed in accordance with 
the aspirations, concerns, and ideas of Soho’s communities, that have been shared 
over the first and second phases of the Vision for Soho. 

has always been, and continues to be an 
important part of Soho now and into the future, 
the temporary alfresco scheme in the format 
it existed in 2020/2021 is not a concept that is 
being considered.

FULFILLING THE AMBITION OF THE SOHO NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

The Soho Neighbourhood Plan is a statutory 
policy document that was produced by the 
Soho Neighbourhood Forum.
The Vision for Soho aims to build upon this 
Plan, and where possible, deliver upon its 
objectives, incorporate the ambition behind 

its policies and bring forward recommended 
projects. Annotations have been provided 
against Vision for Soho projects on board 6, 
to highlight synergies with the Neighbourhood 
Plan’s policies.

RISK OF DOING NOTHING

London is an evolving city, and Soho is not 
separate from that. Projects such as the soon 
to open Elizabeth Line, changes to the ULEZ, 
and commitments to address our changing 
climate will impact daily life in Soho. 

Before these changes are felt we must act to 
ensure the spirit of Soho is not only protected, 
but enhanced in the future, and Soho 
continues to push boundaries and lead by 
example. 



Vision for Soho
ENGAGEMENT TO DATE

BOARD 02

The second round of engagement presented some initial project ideas based on the feedback received during the first phase of 
consultation. The following engagement was undertaken during the second phase:

• A flyer promoting the consultation sent via Royal Mail to 4,369 addresses in Soho
• A social media campaign on Facebook, with a reach of 37,533 people, advertising the virtual workshop sessions and the opportunity to provide

feedback via the consultation website
• 2 in-person workshops with 60 attendees across both sessions with 64 people having signed up to attend the sessions, those placed on the

waiting list attended after some people who had signed up could no longer attend
• 2 virtual workshops with 28 attendees across both sessions
• 2 meetings with local stakeholder groups
• pop-up on Berwick Street Market
• A consultation website – VisionforSoho.co.uk which has been viewed by 708 visitors at the time of writing with an online survey that has been

completed by 291 respondees.

Consultation to date has taken place across two phases. The first phase of consultation was intended as a listening exercise to allow 
the Place Shaping team to understand the local communities priorities for Soho. The following engagement was undertaken during the 
first phase:

• A flyer promoting the consultation sent via Royal Mail to 4,369 addresses in Soho
• A social media campaign on Facebook, with a reach of 24,128 people, advertising the virtual workshop sessions and the opportunity to provide

feedback via the consultation website
• 2 in-person workshops with 35 attendees across both sessions with 60 people having signed up to attend the sessions
• 2 virtual workshops with 35 attendees across both sessions
• 12 meetings with local stakeholder groups
• 2 pop-ups on Berwick Street Market with 87 people engaging across both sessions A consultation website – VisionforSoho.co.uk which has

been viewed by 981 visitors at the time of writing with an online survey that has been completed by 103 respondees

JULY / AUGUST 2021
Workshop one

Phase one engagement
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We are keen to involve local representatives and the wider public to view and help to shape our plans. 
Below is a timeline of our engagement with the community:

September / October 2021
Workshop two

Phase two engagement

November 2021
Drop-in sessions

Phase three engagement

December 2021 
Phase three engagement outcomes published

Date TBC
 Consultation



Vision for Soho
WHAT WE HAVE HEARD
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Pedestrian Oriented Place

• General support for measures to enhance priority for pedestrians and widen footway widths at appropriate locations across Soho
• Notable opportunities to reduce the impact of traffic and future-proof the area but additional information required on underlying traffic modelling
• Opportunities to improve safety and ease of crossings, provided these are appropriately designed to respect Soho’s historic character
• Ongoing desire to better-manage taxis and private hire vehicles, but concerns about impact of proposed loops and access to homes and 

businesses
 
A Unique and Characterful Place

• Recognition that hospitality, including al-fresco, is part of the character of the area, but ongoing concerns about the impact of the interim 
scheme (now removed) and opportunities to improve design.

• Notable support for introducing more urban greening within Soho, including within under-utilised and forgotten spaces, at upper levels of 
buildings and in public realm provided if carefully designed

• Opportunities for Soho Square and Golden Square if they are appropriately designed to respect their context, and consider the impact on 
resident and pay by phone parking

• Less interest in unlocking space for events and emphasis that celebrating moments of local character need to respect their context
 
A Green and Well-Managed Space

• Strong support for optimising recycling and waste services
• Opportunities to introduce greater levels of biodiversity and green infrastructure across Soho
• Some opportunities to manage deliveries during key hours, but need to balance with needs of residents and particular businesses
• Strong desire for additional noise and air quality monitoring, particularly amongst residents
• Noted need to do more and improve existing management practices, including WCs

The graph chart illustrates the interests of those who responded to our online typeform survey where they were asked the same 
questions as attendees at the workshops. Responses to the online survey were mainly workers in Soho making up 49.8% while 
residents were 29.2%, visitors 13.7% and those who identified as local residents and workers 7.2%.

Full report on the second phase of consultation is available on the website visionforsoho.co.uk 
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Vision for Soho
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

ACCESSIBILITY 
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SMITH COURT
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Internationally renowned but local by nature, Soho is an adored neighbourhood with an 
unmistakable spirit and diverse local identity.
A leading example of a mixed-use neighbourhood, Soho balances the needs of its 
communities, ensuring quality residential amenity, while allowing its businesses, 
creative sectors, famous night-life and hospitality scene, and markets to thrive. 
By ensuring future initiatives put people first, protect Soho’s spirit, and promote 
sustainable management, Soho’s future will be as incredible as its past.  

Vision for Soho
EMERGING VISION & OBJECTIVES

BOARD 05

PUT PEOPLE FIRST

Traffic and vehicle dominance in Soho, as well 
as its impact on safety and the environment, 
are significant issues for residents, visitors, and 
workers in Soho. There is a clear preference 
amongst Soho’s communities to deliver an 
enhanced pedestrian environment, that improves 
the walking environment, pathway connectivity, 
accessibility, and prioritises people over vehicles.  

Establishing a smarter, more dynamic traffic 
network that balances the access needs of Soho’s 
communities in a neighbourhood that prioritises 

In order to deliver on this vision, a series of 
objectives have been identified:

places for people should be at the heart of Soho’s 
future, and an example for other neighbourhoods.   

Efforts to reduce the number of vehicles entering 
Soho should be explored, and projects to diminish 
the attractiveness of vehicles using Soho’s roads 
as short cuts, creating congestion and contributing 
to air pollution, should be implemented.  

Projects that fairly rebalance the distribution 
of space between vehicles, pedestrians, and 
cyclists are encouraged. This should include wider 

footpaths, safer crossings, timed pedestrian areas, 
and more rights for cyclists. Furthermore, actions 
to improve accessibility, particularly for people with 
disabilities, are needed.    

While amenities such as street furniture or public 
art, infrastructure including cycle racks, and 
commercial uses including outdoor dining, can 
bring benefits, comfort, and attraction, these 
should only be added where appropriate, and 
according to relevant policies and statutory 
processes.

• Reduce vehicle impact whilst safeguarding the access needs of Soho’s communities
• Rebalance streets to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists
• Make sure pedestrian routes are safe, accessible and intuitive

PROTECT SOHO’S SPIRIT

Soho’s rich heritage, culture and charm 
has led to an undeniable ‘spirit’, something 
that exists through its numerous and famed 
stories, is reflected in the characterful 
maze-like layout, diversity of architecture 
and streetscape, and lives on in the 
neighbourhood’s strong communities.

Protecting and enhancing this is critical, 
and careful consideration is needed across 
all future projects to allow Soho’s spirit to 

continue to flourish, while ensuring the 
neighbourhood continues to set trends, lead 
by example, and its loved stories and quirks 
are not forgotten. Protecting its diversity, and 
achieving a balance between on street activity 
and residential living, appropriate for Soho, 
will be at the heart of this.  

Further greening and efforts to increase 
biodiversity within the neighbourhood 
are encouraged, not only within its public 

squares, but throughout the neighbourhood. 
Opportunities to activate hidden courtyards, 
intriguing alleyways and lesser-known 
streets, making them safer, more intriguing, 
and adding to the diversity of places and 
experiences should be acted upon. Alongside 
these projects, opportunities to link Soho’s 
past with its present can be explored, 
borrowing from examples such as the Seven 
Dials People’s Plaque scheme, to carefully 
celebrate its ‘spirit’.

• Preserve local stories and share Soho’s creative fair
• Invigorate Soho’s unsafe and underused spaces
• Green and active spaces where appropriate

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE 
MANAGEMENT

• Smarter solutions for a leading neighbourhood
• Continued monitoring for informed decisions
• Protect residential amenity

Creating smarter solutions for waste 
collections, deliveries and freight distribution 
that have a lower impact upon the 
environment, and upon residential amenity 
would result in improvements across Soho. 
Such solutions could include a range of 
delivery consolidation hubs at varying scales, 
last mile delivery initiatives, additional delivery 

bays in strategic locations across Soho and 
synchronised waste collections.

Additionally, continually monitoring noise 
levels across Soho, frequency of traffic, as 
well as monitoring air quality, particularly 
around Soho Parish School, would provide 
valuable insight that can contribute to informed 

decisions for the future, and a better quality of 
life for Soho’s communities.     

Furthermore, the introduction of vehicle 
charging points in Soho Streets could be 
supported, but care must be taken to prevent 
this contributing to the feeling of vehicle 
dominance.



65% OF VEHICLES TRAVELLING ON 
WARDOUR STREET DO SO IN LESS 
THAN 4MINS, SUGGESTING THEY 
PASS STRAIGHT THROUGH...

THESE RESTRICTIONS COULD HELP 
TO RESOLVE OTHER ISSUES SUCH 
AS VEHICLES TURNING ON THE 
NARROW MARSHALL STREET

ADDRESSING EXISTING RAT-
RUNNING COULD MOST SIMPLY 
BE ACHIEVED VIA TRAFFIC 
RESTRICTIONS...

SPILL OUT? GREEN PERIMETER? ACTIVATE EDGES?

USING STREET FURNITURE 
AND PAVING TO REVEAL 
HIDDEN STORIES

PUBLIC ART AND KEY MOMENTS 
IS SOHO’S PUBLIC SPACE 
CELEBRATE THE HISTORY WELL

MONITOR AIR QUALITY, 
NOISE AND TRAFFICC1

This will be a key first action to set baselines and inform future 
decision making and the design work of individual projects.
Traffic data will help determine the scale of intervention needed 
to address issues such as vehicle congestion. Pedestrian 
data will also be obtained to understand levels of footfall and 
corroborate assumptions around where interventions are 
necessary.
 Noise monitoring will aid management of existing activity 
and inform future uses. The aim is to balance the good 
management of Soho’s eclectic life with resident amenity. Air 
quality monitors will track the impact of any changes, shape 
future proposals and identify priority areas for intervention.

BETTER MANAGE AND
CONSOLIDATE DELIVERIESC2

Ambition to better manage deliveries / collections within clear 
windows when footfall and other activity is low. As much 
loading space as possible will be provided within this time 
period and wider initiatives such as a ‘Soho Buyer’s Club’ 
explored. There is support for small-scale consolidation hubs 
where deliveries / collections arrive in one location; reducing 
the number of vehicles coming into the area and allowing clean 
and low energy methods manage localised distribution.

PUT PEOPLE FIRST PROTECT SOHO’S SPIRIT PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

Vision for Soho
OVERVIEW OF POTENTIAL PROJECTS

BOARD 06

This information provides an overview of the individual projects that have 
been identified to help deliver upon the Vision’s three objectives.

Each project has received support in previous rounds of engagement. The 
precedent images are included to provide an example of where similar 
projects have been delivered successfully elsewhere and an indication of 
how a Soho based scheme could develop.

SAFE AND FRIENDLY 
CROSSINGSA2

Building on these basic improvements, a series of road 
crossing points that present safety issues have been identified 
through engagement to date and analysis of pedestrian-vehicle 
accident locations across Soho.
These junctions have been identified and will be improved by a 
series of road safety schemes or crossing enhancements.

INCLUSIVE AND 
ACCESSIBLE STREETSA1

A starting point must be addressing the numerous instances 
of poor quality or missing drop-kerbs that are leading to 
accessibility and inclusion issues for people with pushchairs, 
luggage or using mobility aids such as wheelchairs.
A series of key problem areas have been identified and in 
the first instance it is proposed a series of dropped kerbs are 
introduced to ensure the most critical accessibility issues are 
addressed.

PEOPLE 
FOCUSED STREETSA3

In some areas timed access restrictions can create pedestrian 
focused spaces when footfall is highest. These measures have 
the added benefit of helping reduce non-local through-traffic. 
This does NOT mean pedestrianised. Road closures would 
be on a flexible basis, creating a more pleasant pedestrian 
environment during daytime hours; reopening at set times for 
servicing and still allowing vehicles in the evening - something 
local people have emphasised improves safety perceptions.

ENHANCE CYCLE CONNEC-
TIONS & INFRASTRUCTUREA6

Whilst cycling hasn’t featured as a high priority to date, it is 
important to consider from a sustainability perspective given 
cycling’s role in encouraging a departure from car usage.
The need to address cyclists’ behaviour has been highlighted. 
To resolve the conflict that occurs with cyclists on Soho’s one-
way network, measures are proposed that will allow cyclists 
to move in both directions on one-way streets. This creates a 
more coherent cycling network that can address such conflicts.

SMARTER
ROAD NETWORKA5 MAKE SOHO’S 

STREETS SAFERB4

There is a clear sense that certain areas of Soho suffer from 
poorly maintained public realm, limited natural surveillance and 
bad lighting, issues that impact upon perceptions of safety and 
exacerbate anti-social behaviour.
Key streets that would benefit from being more positive 
and inviting have been identified. When developing these 
proposals, they will be tested against concerns such as lighting 
pollution which could impact on residential amenity.

FOCUS ON EXISTING 
PUBLIC SPACESB1

St Anne’s Gardens, Soho Square and Golden Square are the 
three recognised, and much loved, green spaces within Soho. 
However, they suffer from overuse, could benefit from basic 
improvements and could work harder to provide amenity for 
residents and visitors alike.
Working with alterations to the road network, there is potential to 
improve the connections leading to the two squares and enhance 
their quality. Comments to date note the setting of the spaces are 

often impeded by vehicles and this could be better managed.
It’s recognised the historic boundaries of the squares should 
be retained but designs could explore the potential to expand 
the size of the available public space around their perimeter. 
Concerns have been raised around issues such as parking 
impact, this will be fully explored to mitigate any amenity loss on 
a project by project basis

ENHANCE UNDERUSED 
AND HIDDEN SPACESB2

Soho’s network of lane-ways, hidden alleys and courtyards are 
quite unique within London and play a key role in the area’s 
identity. There is an opportunity for these to become a more 
central part of Soho’s experience and work harder as amenity 
spaces for residents and visitors. Courtyards (ie. Dufour’s 
Place) could provide green space or areas to pause or rest 
whilst wayfinding, lighting or new materials could make these 
areas easier to navigate and reinforce identity and spirit.

CONSIDERED 
STREET GREENINGB3

Potential for greening is limited given Soho’s often narrow 
streets and is not necessarily in keeping with its hard-working 
urban nature. However opportunities exist for targeted 
greening, making specific areas more welcoming and helping 
address issues such as surface drainage or air quality. 
Courtyards and cul-de-sac’s are natural starting points and 
will be supplemented by localised street greening where it can 
successfully be accommodated. 

HIGHLIGHT HERITAGE
AND STORIESB5

Feedback highlighted concern that revealing or somehow 
enshrining Soho’s history and stories in a too literal way could 
turn the area into a ‘theme park’ and detract from its character.
However, discussions have been welcoming of emphasising 
moments of local character (key buildings for example) and 
have suggested that projects such as the Seven Dials People’s 
Plaque Scheme could provide an example of how the theme of 
heritage and character could be further explored.

INCREASE PUBLIC
ACCESS TO WC’SC5

Issues resulting from public urination and a lack of WC 
facilities has been a key concern. Whilst some public WC’s 
in Soho have closed due to safeguarding challenges, WCC 
are committed to exploring solutions. This could range from 
temporary interventions to address peak-time issues or 
working with businesses and other stakeholders to increase 
access to clean, safe and accessible toilets. Lessons could be 
learnt from the City of London’s Community Toilet Scheme.

OPTIMISE RECYCLING 
AND WASTE SERVICEC3

The importance of better managing waste to create a pleasant 
environment, improve accessibility and reduce traffic is clear. 
A review into the current waste management practices in Soho 
is underway. Solutions may include efforts directed at changing 
public behaviour to reduce waste left for long periods on 
streets, and optimising refuse collection vehicle movements.

INTRODUCE ON STREET
VEHICLE CHARGINGC4

Support for this has been minimal with responses stressing 
priority should be car reduction and such measures are 
potentially counterproductive, encouraging vehicles to enter.
However they have a role to play in London’s drive to tackle 
exhaust emissions. Therefore when installed, efforts will 
be made to restrict these to resident or business only use. 
Initiatives will also be explored with stakeholders to encourage 
uptake of greener options, particularly for business use.

INCREASE 
FOOTWAY WIDTHSA4

There is an imbalance between vehicle and pedestrian space, 
leading to safety concerns and congested pavements. Taking 
surplus road-space to widen footways could create more 
comfortable streets and reduce vehicle dominance.
Creating more pedestrian space will take precedence. Any 
wider activity / uses that are enabled by the widening (such 
as outdoor dining, business servicing, greening or public art) 
designed alongside or tested against this clear priority.

Each project sits alongside a box showing how 
supports or complements specific objectives, policy or 
recommendations that are identified within the Soho 
Neighbourhood Plan.

CAN HELP EMPHASISE WALKING ROUTES SUCH 
AS ALLEYWAYS WHICH MAY NOT OTHERWISE BE 
NOTICED OR BUILD ON LOCAL IDENTITY

THESE BARRIERS CAN BE 
ADDRESSED SO THAT WALKING IS 
MORE ATTRACTIVE AND EASIER

CROSSING TRAFFIC FLOWS 
VIA STATIONARY VEHICLES 
CREATES SAFETY ISSUES

Targeted access restrictions are proposed to address problems 
with non-local through traffic that contributes to congestion 
and car dominance. Some of these restrictions simultaneously 
resolve other issues (vehicles turning on Marshall St) whilst 
retaining movements on Soho’s key streets and preserving 
vehicle access to all properties. Restrictions can be suspended 
to ensure the network is resilient and proposals will be tested 
and phased, using monitoring data to determine need. 

CURRENTLY CYCLISTS 
CONTEND WITH VEHICLES 
ON CONGESTED STREETS

AS VEHICLE NUMBERS REDUCE, 
MORE FORMALISED CYCLING 
ROUTES ARE EASIER TO ACHIEVE

INTRODUCING CONTRA-FLOW LANES (RIDING TWO-WAY 
IN ONE-WAY STREETS) CAN HELP RESOLVE ISSUES  OF 
CYCLISTS - VEHICLE CONFLICTS ON KEY ROUTES 

FOOTWAYS CAN EXPAND INTO 
AREAS OF EXCESS CARRIAGEWAY

OFFERING NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR STREET SPACE ACTIVATION

PUBLIC REALM ENHANCEMENT

EXISTING ACCESSIBILITY 
CHALLENGES ARE WELL KNOWN

RECENT DROP-KERB AND 
CARRIAGEWAY IMPROVEMENTS - 
BREWER STREET

LOCALISED AREAS OF FLUSH 
SURFACES TO EASE CROSSINGS

USING MATERIAL CHANGES, A SHIFT TOWARDS PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY IS 
POSSIBLE ON KEY STREETS WHILST RETAINING VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

DROP BOLLARDS USED TO 
CLOSE STREETS DURING 
SPECIFIC HOURS...

COULD SURPLUS CAR PARK 
CAPACITY PROVIDE DELIVERY 
CONSOLIDATION POINTS

CARGO BIKES REPRESENT 
ONE FORM OF CLEAN AND LOW 
ENERGY ‘LAST-MILE’ DISTRIBUTION

OR ACTIVITY

POTENTIAL FOR TREE 
PLANTING IN SPECIFIC 
LOCATIONS

GREEN POCKETS LINKED 
TO WIDER PUBLIC REALM 
ENHANCEMENTS
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ENCOURAGING MORE POSITIVE 
USE AND EXPLORATION OF 
SOHO’S ‘LANE-WAYS’

CONSIDER IMPROVED OR 
BESPOKE WAYFINDING

IMPROVE THE PUBLIC REALM 
IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE OF THE SQUARES 
TO TRANSFORM THEIR SETTING

DEFINE EDGES RESET MONUMENTS IMPROVE LIGHTING



A phased approach will be taken from any projects emerging from 
the Vision for Soho. This will allow immediate and necessary works 
such as monitoring of traffic conditions to occur, informing designs 
for proposals. The longer-time period for certain projects allows 
the opportunity to review and respond to what we learn from early 

Vision for Soho
EMERGING FRAMEWORK - A PHASED APPROACH

BOARD 07

PHASE ONE
MONITORING
TIMESCALE: IMMEDIATE

Establishing a continuous monitoring regime will 
allow the design team and stakeholders to see 
whether or not traffic issues return as they were, 
altered, or indeed at all post Covid-19.

From this data, the team will be able to determine 
a suitable degree of intervention that is targeted 
on addressing specific issues.

The continuous monitoring will also enable the 
impact of each intervention to be assessed before 
deciding on the next phase of alterations.

Pedestrian and cycle flows can also be captured 
to monitor how these change with improvements 
to the movement networks and the opening of the 
Elizabeth Line.

In a similar manner, noise and air quality will be 
monitored to provide an existing base line, help 
inform decision making and shape appropriate 
responses to issues such as the climate 
emergency.

Traffic monitors (Indicative locations)

Noise monitors (Suggested locations)

Air Quality monitors (Suggested locations)

PHASE TWO
‘QUICK-WIN’ PROJECTS
TIMESCALE: 6-18 MONTHS

The interventions in this phase are ones that 
have a high degree of benefit with no or low 
impact on key factors such as traffic.

Projects considered here include smaller scale 
junction and pedestrian crossing improvements, 
adding drop-kerbs or raised junctions where 
pedestrian routes are not step-free, restricting 
access to streets that have been restricted 
before, and enabling contraflow cycling where it 
is safe and there is demand.

All of the access restrictions are to be timed 
(except for the southern end of Marshall St) 
so that traffic can pass through as it currently 
does the rest of the time (overnight and in the 
mornings) and if there are roadworks in the 
area, the access restrictions can be suspended 
to ensure the network is resilient.

Other projects will include public realm 
improvements to key streets to improve 
perceptions of safety in know problem areas.

PHASE THREE
PUBLIC REALM & ROAD NETWORK SCHEMES
TIMESCALE: 18-30 MONTHS

This phase includes the more transformative 
public realm and footway widening projects. 
These would change the layouts of the streets 
and bring the most significant benefits for the 
streetscape.

Also included are some additional access 
restrictions which remove some of the 
through routes for traffic while retaining 
the key movements via Brewer Street and 
Wardour Street.

This phase will also see urban greening 
projects delivered, improvements to Soho’s 
currently hidden and underutilised spaces 
and management focused initiatives 
such as improved delivery and servicing 
arrangements. It can also include additional 
public realm and streetscape improvements 
to the quick-win pedestrian zones in Phase 2.

PHASE FOUR
TRAFFIC REDUCTION SCHEMES
TIMESCALE: 3+ YEARS

In phase 4 traffic all through routes, are 
removed to create 3 access cells which 
drivers would not be able to pass between 
when operational.

To support this timed closures on parts 
of Brewer Street and Wardour Street are 
proposed.

This would remove all non-essential traffic 
from Soho but still allow vehicular access to 
all properties.

These changes have the potential to enable 
further public realm enhancements on the 
boundary streets around Soho.

Projects considered in this phase:
• C1 Monitor air quality, noise and traffic

Projects considered in this phase:
• A3 People focused streets
• A4 Increase foot-way widths
• A5 Smarter Road Network
• B1 Focus on existing public spaces

• B2 Enhance underused and hidden spaces
• B3 Considered street greening
• B5 Highlight heritage and stories
• C2 Better Manage and consolidate deliveries

Projects considered in this phase:
• A5 Smarter Road Network

Projects considered in this phase:
• A1 Inclusive and accessible streets
• A2 Safe and friendly crossings
• A3 People focused streets
• A6 Enhanced cyclist connections

• B4 Make Soho’s streets safer
• C3 Optimise recycling and waste service
• C4 Introduce on street vehicle charging
• C5 Increase public access to WC’s

Missing dropped kerbs addressed (A1)

Safety / crossing enhancements (A2)

Pedestrian zone (A3)

Potential road closure (A3)

Designated cycleway
Enhanced cycle connections (A6)

Contraflow cycling enabled (A6)

Improved attractiveness / safety (B4)

Pedestrian zone (A3)

Widened foot-ways (A4)

‘Access cells’ created, see board 11 (A5)

Potential road closure (A5)

Improvements to key public spaces (B1)

Enhance yards / hidden spaces (B2)

Potential street tree planting (B3)

Work with landowners on greening projects (B3)

SUD projects to resolve localised issues (B3)

Potential for freight consolidation hubs (C2)

stage projects to ensure our responses are appropriate. They also 
allow design time for more complex items such as the redesign of 
drainage and utilities related to projects such as footway widening. 
This page sets out the broad phases and projects within them.
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Pedestrian zone (A3)

Public realm improvement scheme (A5)

Banned right turn (A5)

‘Access Cells’ (A5)

No right turn from 
Shaftesbury Ave into 
Great Windmill St

Grt Chapel St and northern 
Dean St are zero emission 
(ULEV) streets. 

Moor St already bans traffic 
from 6pm-6am. The proposal 
would upgrade this to ped 
zone and extend the timings. 
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This drawing brings together all proposals into a ‘framework plan’. It is intended 
to set out the three broad objectives and corresponding projects as an 
integrated proposal on what future change and in Soho could look like.

Vision for Soho
EMERGING FRAMEWORK

BOARD 08
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Improvements to key public spaces (B1)

Enhance yards / hidden spaces (B2)

Potential street tree planting (B3)

Work with landowners on greening projects (B3)

Safety / crossing enhancements (A2)

Pedestrian zone (A3)

Widened foot-ways (A4)

Road closure to support smart road network (A5)

Designated cycleway
Contraflow cycling enabled (A6)

Public realm improvement scheme (A5)

Banned right turn (A5)

SUD projects to resolve localised issues (B3)

Improved attractiveness / safety of streets (B4)

Potential for freight consolidation hubs (C2)

A3

A2

A4

A5

A6

PUT PEOPLE FIRST
INCLUSIVE AND 
ACCESSIBLE STREETSA1

A series of local improvements are proposed to address 
missing drop kerbs and associated accessibility issues. These 
are illustrated fully on board 07.

INCREASE 
FOOTWAY WIDTHSA4

Improvements to pedestrian crossing points are identified in 
the following areas. These are proposed in Phase 3.
• Great Marlborough Street
• Poland Street
• Beak Street
• Wardour Street
• Dean Street

• Frith Street
• Greek Street
• Old Compton Street
• Around perimeters of Golden 
and Soho Squares

PEOPLE 
FOCUSED STREETSA3

Timed access restrictions to improve pedestrian priority are 
proposed in the following areas.
Phase Two*
• D’Arblay Street
• Great Chapel Street
• Bateman Street
• Moor Street

Phase Three
• Lexington (b/w Beak & Broadwick St’s)

• Archer Street
Phase Four
• Brewer / Wardour Street jct

*Phase Two projects will be considered first. Subsequent phases will 
proceed should traffic monitoring data support their continued need.

SAFE AND FRIENDLY 
CROSSINGSA2

Improvements to pedestrian crossing points are proposed at 
the following junctions across Soho.

• Broadwick / Marshall St Jct.
• Broadwick / Lexington St Jct.
• Great Marlborough / Berwick St
• Rupert St / Brewer St / Walker’s 
Ct Jct.

• Wardour St - Jct. with 
Noel & Hollen St

• Dean St / Carlisle St Jct.
• Greek / Bateman St Jct.

SMARTER
ROAD NETWORKA5

To deliver a smarter road network that reduces issues with 
non-local through traffic, some localised road closures are 
proposed in the following areas. These help resolve other 
problems - issues with large vehicles attempting to turn on the 
narrow Marshall Street for example. Refer to boards 07 & 11.
Phase Three
• Marshall St (b/w Broadwick & Beak St)

• Soho St
• Rupert St (b/w Archer & Brewer St)

Phase Four
• No right turn - Shaftesbury 
Ave into Great Windmill St

ENHANCE CYCLISTS CONNECTIONS 
AND INFRASTRUCTUREA6

Proposals aim to create a more coherent cycling network. 
Contraflow cycling is proposed in the following areas to allow 
cyclists to better connect into the existing cycle network.

• Along Noel St & Hollen St
• Brewer St (onto Glasshouse St)

• Old Compton St (b/w Wardour & Dean St)

• Wardour St (b/w Brewer & Peter St)

PROTECT SOHO’S SPIRIT

B1

HIGHLIGHT HERITAGE
AND STORIESB5

Opportunities to improve wayfinding and reveal elements of 
Soho’s past will be considered alongside individual public 
realm and street-scape enhancements. WCC will work with 
local experts to identify these stories and agree appropriate 
responses. Board 12 provides some examples of how this has 
been completed successfully elsewhere and identifies some of 
Soho’s remarkable stories that could go unnoticed. 

FOCUS ON EXISTING 
PUBLIC SPACES

Priority is given to improving the setting, amenity and quality of 
Soho’s two major public squares. See board 13.
• Soho Square • Golden Square

ENHANCE UNDERUSED 
AND HIDDEN SPACESB2

The following spaces have been identified as having potential 
for improvement, offering potential hidden amenity spaces for 
Soho. Improvements could look at schemes that increase the 
amount of green-space within Soho.
• Ramilies Place & St (Part of OSD project)

• Dufour’s Place
• Portland Mews

• Smith’s Court
• Richmond Mews
• St Anne’s Court (East)

MAKE SOHO’S 
STREETS SAFERB4

The following streets have been identified as suffering from 
ASB issues or being unwelcoming for users. Many of these 
streets include Soho’s characterful alley-ways. Improvements 
to lighting and wayfinding can ensure they are better used.

• Bridle Lane
• Ingestre Place
• Hopkins Street
• Peter Street
• St Anne’s Court (West)

• Meard Street
• Bourchier Street
• Tisbury Court
• Bateman’s Buildings
• Manette Street 

CONSIDERED 
STREET GREENINGB3

On street greening will be explored on an individual projects 
(ie street footway widening) ensuring alignment with local 
identity and other needs. The following are also identified.
On street tree planting

SUD schemes to address local issues (ie flooding)

Green wall opportunities (working alongside landowners)

• Great Marlborough Street • Romilly Street

• Either end of Poland Street • Greek St (b/w Old C. St & Shaftesbury Avn)

• 11 D’Arblay Street
• Properties in Dufour’s Place
• Gielgud Theatre

• Prince Edward Theatre
• Palace Theatre

B1

B2

B3

B4

C2

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCE ON STREET
VEHICLE CHARGINGC4

MONITOR AIR QUALITY, 
NOISE AND TRAFFICC1

Board 07 sets out the plan for monitoring at the start of this 
project to build an evidence base and inform decision making.

BETTER MANAGE AND
CONSOLIDATE DELIVERIESC2

Opportunities to improve the delivery arrangements will be 
considered in individual schemes. In addition, WCC will 
explore the potential for centralised ‘last-mile’ consolidation 
points, potentially within one of the areas large car parks.OPTIMISE RECYCLING 

AND WASTE SERVICEC3

Please refer to project description on Board 06.

INCREASE PUBLIC
ACCESS TO WC’SC5

Please refer to project description on Board 06.

Opportunities for locating on street vehicle charging points will 
be considered within parking bays associated with individual 
street-scape or public realm improvements.

No right turn from 
Shaftesbury Ave into 
Great Windmill St



Vision for Soho
PUT PEOPLE FIRST

BOARD 09

PEOPLE 
FOCUSED STREETSA3

BATEMAN STREET TIMED CLOSURE
ILLUSTRATIVE LAYOUT WHEN CLOSED

Timed access restrictions can help to provide significant 
street flexibility that can evolve through day, freeing up 
more space for people when closed to create a more 

INCREASE 
FOOTWAY WIDTHSA4

BATEMAN STREET TIMED CLOSURE
ILLUSTRATIVE LAYOUT WHEN OPEN

1 - Drop-able bollards close the street to create a pedestrian 
zone during peak hours.

2 - The closures allow pedestrians to safely walk-in the 
carriageway, addressing issues with vehicle conflict and 
congested pavements.

3 - Carriageways to always remain clear of any objects to 
ensure access for emergency and any residential needs are 
protected.

4 - Potential for some considered use of pavement space for 
outside dining. This will need to abide by the conditions set 
out on board 10. Any tables and chairs would be subject to 
licensing and planning considerations.

5 - Opportunity for high quality material finishes, referencing 
the finer grain texture and material pallet elsewhere in 
Soho. Flush surface finishes could be considered to further 
reinforce pedestrianised nature.

6 - Greening and tree planting could be explored on 
surrounding streets with widened footways, potentially 
helping to provide a more attractive response to required 
HVM measures.

4

3

2

1

5

6

1 - Bollards retract to allow vehicle access during off-peak 
pedestrian periods. Timings need to be defined.

2 - Vehicular access able to resume.

3 - Any external seating or similar furniture related to ground 
floor properties to be removed when street re-opens.

4 - Pedestrians revert to using pavement space.

5 - Business deliveries via vehicle encouraged within 
controlled hours, as part of better area wide management of 
freight and servicing.

4

3

2

1

5

1 - Widened footways provided by removing surplus carriageway 
space. The primary focus is on increasing space for, and aiding the 
movement of, pedestrians.

2 - Carriageway space reduced but access is retained for vehicles at 
all times. No timed closures or similar are proposed.

Reclaimed pavement space can accommodate a whole range of uses:
3 - Ensure existing accessibility issues are fully addressed.

4 - Potentially provide space for localised street greening where 
appropriate. This could also help to provide any necessary HVM 
(Heavy Vehicle Mitigation) measures.

5 - Bike parking and similar street furniture to improve the 
functionality and attractiveness of Soho.

6 - Potential for special moments of materiality or signage to help 
celebrate Soho’s stories – see board 12.

7 - Appropriate outdoor seating. This would need to meet clear 
guidelines – see board 10. Any tables and chairs would be subject to 
licensing and planning considerations.

8 - Loading pads are integrated within the expanded pavement area 
to facilitate servicing during controlled hours for businesses. Where 
space is sufficient, areas will be explored to retain 24 hour parking.

9 - Outside of servicing hours, the loading pads act as an extension 
of the pavement to accommodate greater space for pedestrians.

5

431

8

7

9

6

1 - Old Compton Street represents one of the more constrained 
areas for footway widening given the available space and need 
for the carriageway to continue to support vehicular movement. 
However, modest increases in width could add significantly to 
pedestrian comfort levels in an area of frequent congestion.

2 - A different material of paving can help expand the footway and 
reinforce the visual distinction between carriageway and pavement.

3 - Loading and servicing can be better managed outside of peak 
pedestrian times. Loading spaces can occupy a ‘shared ground’ 
between pavement and carriageway. The kerb heights to facilitate 
this can be explored in the next stage however, there are potential 
opportunities to raise this, keeping a nominal kerb height to increase 
the sense of pedestrian priority.

4 - In developing and further consulting on this detail, aspects such 
as how to deal with heavy vehicle mitigation (HVM) will be robustly 
explored with measures integrated within street furniture or similar 
where possible.

5 - When loading isn’t occurring, this additional space can be 
occupied by pedestrians with the narrowed carriageway facilitating 
vehicle movement but clearly rebalancing the priority of vehicles in 
favour of pedestrians.

6 - Tables and chairs could be a consideration within any widened 
scheme but as with other scenarios shown here will need to meet 
the criteria shown on board 10. Any tables and chairs would be 
subject to licensing and planning considerations.

pleasant pedestrian environment during ‘peak’ periods. 
The drawings below show how this could work in 
practice. These are illustrative only.

Taking surplus road-space to widen foot-ways can 
create more comfortable and pedestrian focused 
streets and reduce vehicle dominance. The drawings 

below show how these measures could potentially be 
introduced on two key streets that have slightly different 
constraints. These are illustrative only.

FRITH STREET

OLD COMPTON STREET

1 2

5

3

4

6
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Vision for Soho
PUT PEOPLE FIRST

BOARD 10

INCREASE 
FOOTWAY WIDTHSA4

1 - The scale of any dining area will be defined by the extents of the 
businesses frontage with access to areas such as doors to first floor 
residential properties or basement fire escapes left clear. The seating 
must be located adjacent to the businesses façade, there will be no 
allowance for any in-carriageway provision, even in the instances 
where times road closures are in place.

2 - The core priority in any footway widening schemes is improving the 
available pavement space for pedestrians. Clear access routes will 
need to be accommodated alongside any permitted dining space that 
takes into account the needs of all users, including disabled people. 
This distance should be a minimum of 2m.

3 - The extent of any extrusion could be defined by inset surface 
markings or street furniture to avoid encroachment, aiding 
management and enforcement.

4 - Hours of operation and management responsibilities will be 
consulted on and agreed through the statutory licensing application 
process. The priority will be on ensuring that any proposals are 
considerate of, and not infringing upon, residential amenity.

If footway widening schemes progress, a design guide will be developed to help 
articulate the above and advise on core design principles. Amongst other things 
this will include guidance around:

5 - Ensuring the provision of any small-scale lighting and heating 
devices are not intrusive. These would need to be fully integrated into 
façade and agreed through the standard planning process.

6 - Encouraging a coherent approach to signage and advertising 
to ensure the existing street-scape character is retained and / or 
reinforced.

7 - The same will apply to any awnings where a street by street 
approach will be adopted to ensure visual consistency.

Widened footways will create an improved environment for pedestrians, 
and where appropriate, may facilitate a greater variety of street 
activity or amenity. Outside seating for hospitality businesses could 
be considered, however, it will need to meet clear design parameters 

and be approved via the statutory licensing application process. The 
following information is intended to outline the core parameters and 
considerations that would be given to such applications.

1

2

4

3

5 6

IN MANY CITIES, MODEST AND 
WELL MANAGED SEATING ADDS...
TO THE STREET LIFE...

EXISTING OUTDOOR SEATING IN SOHO, 
OF A SCALE AND TYPE THAT ADDS 
VALUE TO THE STREETSCAPE...
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Vision for Soho
PUT PEOPLE FIRST

BOARD 11

SMARTER 
ROAD NETWORKA5

TRAFFIC CELL - STEP A
DELIVERED DURING PHASE 3

This board is intended to provide further detail on the ‘traffic cell’ proposal 
that sits behind the ambition to deliver a smarter road network. Delivery of 
the ‘traffic cells’ will be in two stages and delivered during Phases 3 and 4 - 
as explained on board 07.

TRAFFIC CELL - STEP B
DELIVERED DURING PHASE 4

The proposal is to create four distinct 
‘access cells’ that are entered 
independently. This helps remove some 
of the problematic through routes that 
encourage non-local traffic while retaining 
the key movements via Brewer Street and 
Wardour Street.

Additional access restrictions are required 
to facilitate this. While there is already a 
temporary traffic access cell to the east 
of Wardour Street, an access restriction 
on Soho Street is proposed to make this 
permanent. Other areas of closure are 
Marshall Street between Broadwick & 
Beak Streets and Rupert Street between 
Archer & Brewer Streets.

To the west of Wardour Street, the traffic 
network will be split into two cells (northern 
and southern) through the timed closure of 
Lexington St north of Beak Street.

Primary circulation routes b/w cells
All traffic access to cells
Timed traffic access to cells
Timed loading vehicles only
ULEVs Only
Proposed road closure points
Existing road closure points

Primary circulation routes b/w cells
All traffic access to cells
Timed traffic access to cells
Timed loading vehicles only
ULEVs Only
Proposed road closure points
Existing road closure points
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Sutton RowThe phase 4 traffic access cells remove 
all through routes to create 3 access cells 
which drivers would not be able to pass 
between when operational.

This would remove all non-essential traffic 
from Soho when the access restrictions 
are operational but still allow vehicular 
access to all properties.

These measures are supported by the 
timed closures of small sections of street 
around the Brewer Street and Wardour 
Street junction.

These changes have the potential to 
enable further public realm enhancements 
on the boundary streets around Soho, 
notably along Shaftesbury Avenue on the 
boundary with China Town.

The monitoring data will be analysed in 
detail to determine the need for potentially 
higher impact interventions
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Vision for Soho
A UNIQUE AND CHARACTERFUL PLACE

BOARD 12

IDEAS 

COMPLETING GREENING 
CHARACTER

Window boxes can bring 
greening and participate to 

enhance the local biodiversity

A PROUD LOCAL 
COMMUNITY

Community Soho to be 
involved in choosing amongst 

locals who to celebrate

CANVAS FOR PAST AND 
FUTURE STORIES

Non-prescriptive spaces for 
diverse cultures to thrill in Soho 
and to remember the past ones

CELEBRATING SOHO’S 
UNIQUE URBAN FABRIC 

Lighting can tell local stories 
and impact alleyways 

positively at night

STORYTELLING AND 
INFORMATION POINTS 

Discreet and well integrated 
devices to provide wayfinding 

and information

AS SEEN IN SOHO

CREATIVE INDUSTRY SEEN 
IN THE PUBLIC REALM

The facade of  Boom Ltd, a 
recording studio used as a 

canvas for street art

WAYFINDING THAT MARKS 
SPECIAL PLACES

Street number becomes a 
wayfinding device highlighting 

former iconic venue

TRACES OF THE PAST

Soho is a never-ending 
treasure trove of  details which 

reflect its rich past

A PROUD LOCAL 
COMMUNITY

Soho Village Fete takes place 
in September with fun and 

quirky events

THE SPIRIT OF SOHO

Mural showcasing the 
essence of  the spirit of  Soho

TYPEFACES
ON BUILDINGS

Many typefaces of  frontages 
participate in giving an 

eclectic character

QUIRKY TRAILS

The Seven Noses of  Soho is a 
contemporary take on the tale 

of  Sir Nelson’s nose 

CELEBRATING SOHO’S 
UNIQUE URBAN FABRIC 

Special treatments of  lanes 
and courts to surprise and 

invite pedestrians to explore

FROM INDIVIDUAL 
STORIES TO HISTORY

Embedded artwork 
celebrating individuals who 
lived and flourished in Soho

Soho has been the birthplace of 
incredible trends and movements that 
have spread across the world and 
created change. In support of Objective 
1 of the Soho Neighbourhood Plan, we 
will protect and share Soho’s incredible 
stories, culture and heritage in a way 

A distinctive maze of  
streets, courts and lanes, 
which create an intimate 
and human scaled urban 
environment to the very 
centre of  London.

STREET TYPOLOGIES

From the 1940s, Soho 
became the centre of London 
Bohemian life, attracting 
writers, artists and performers 
with Dean Street as a meeting 
place.

BOHEMIAN LONDON

Named after the arrival  in 
Soho in the 1670s of Greek 
refugees fleeing the Ottoman 
invasion.

GREEK STREET

Post WWII: Cultural centre 
with music, theatre and cabaret 
with many stars starting their 
careers in Soho’s venues, 
some of which closed down in 
the early 2000s.

PERFORMANCE
& NIGHT LIFE

1962: Duck Lane’s former pub 
‘Bricklayer’s Arms’ is known to 
be the place where the Rolling 
Stones  first rehearsed.

ICONIC PLACES OF 
POP CULTURE

European centre of the ‘Harlem 
Renaissance’, Soho became 
the Black jazz scene in the 
mid-1930s, closely linked to 
African American Culture, with 
the Shim Sham Club at its 
heart.

HARLEM RENAISSANCE

Soho is and has been a 
tolerant place for social spaces 
for London’s queer population 
for a long time, with ‘vivacious 
underground world of clubs 
and bars with Old Compton 
Street

LGBTQIA+ 
HERITAGE  & CULTURE 

1680s: Soho became known 
as the ‘French Quarter’ - with 
The French Protestant Church 
still standing today- where 
exiled Huguenots from France 
settled. During the course 
of the 19th century Soho 
attracted émigrés from all 
corners of Europe.

COSMOPOLITAN CENTRE

3
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1854: Dr. John Snow identified 
the drinking water pump on 
Broadway Street as the source 
of cholera propagation in the 
area. By removing the handle 
an it is said that he stopped the 
epidemic.

JOHN SNOW
WATER PUMP

2

1920s: Tudor Revival 
architecture for high end retail 
of a new genre - importing 
goods from all over the Empire.

LIBERTY1
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6
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Since 1995, a community-
of-interest network for the 
television, film and media 
production community based in 
Soho, linking international film 
studios together.

SOHONET1

4

KEY

PEOPLE

CULTURE

PLACES

COURTS, LANES 
AND PASSAGES

1983: Bartender Dick 
Bradsell invented the recipe 
for Espresso Martini in Soho, 
highlighting Soho as the 
heart of London’s night-time 
entertainment place.

ESPRESSO MARTINI6

Late 19th century: Exotic 
ingredients, such as the first 
tomatoes and grapefruits were 
first sold in London on Berwick 
Street Market.

BERWICK ST MARKET5

3

2

Late 19th century: 
Cosmopolitan Soho became 
the centre of dining with its 
many restaurants.

DINE OUT CULTURE

N

Carnaby St

Ganton St

Kingly St

Bridle Lane

HIGHLIGHT HERITAGE
AND STORIESB5

SOHO NP
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OBJECTIVE
POLICY

01

that is true to the spirit of Soho, taking 
the first step to ensuring Soho’s future 
is as remarkable as its past. This board 
sets out some of the stories that could 
be reflected in future projects and 
suggests some of the ways this has 
been done elsewhere.
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Vision for Soho
A UNIQUE AND CHARACTERFUL PLACE

BOARD 13

GOLDEN SQUARE
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KEY

1 RETAIN LONDON SQUARES’
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER

FITZROY SQUARE, LONDON

5 SEATING OUTSIDE OF 
SQUARE BOUNDARY

QUEEN’S SQUARE, LONDONBERLIOZ SQUARE, PARIS

EXTENDING THE GREEN 
OUT TO THE STREET

2 HARLEM RENAISSANCE

RUSKIN’S SQUARE, LONDON

DYNAMIC PUBLIC SPACES WITH 
HARD & SOFT LANDSCAPING

3 HIGH QUALITY MAINTENANCE
& BIODIVERSE PLANTING

CLEVELAND SQUARE, LONDON

6PUBLIC ART WELL INTEGRATED 
WITHIN THE SQUARE’S LAYOUT

CITY HALL PARK, NEW YORK

4

SOHO SQUARE

FOCUS ON EXISTING 
PUBLIC SPACESB1

SOHO NP
06OBJECTIVE

POLICY 25



Vision for Soho
NEXT STEPS & FEEDBACK

BOARD 14

JULY / AUGUST 2021
Workshop one

Phase one engagement

Ti
m

el
in

e

September / October 2021
Workshop two

Phase two engagement

November 2021
Drop-in sessions

Phase three engagement

December 2021 
Phase three engagement outcomes published

Date TBC
Consultation

HOW TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK

We would encourage you to provide your 
feedback using the feedback forms provided 
or you can go to our website. This will help us 
to understand your thoughts on the emerging 
framework. If you need any assistance or have 
any questions about the framework, please 
speak with a member of the team.

Closing date for feedback is 28th November 2021

Contact us:
Email: visionforsoho@kandaconsulting.co.uk 
Website: www.visionforsoho.co.uk

NEXT STEPS

The outcomes of this third phase of 
engagement will be presented back to the 

community in late December 2021 and a 
consultation will follow.
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